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9 Green Point Drive, Green Point, NSW 2428

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 3 Area: 778 m2 Type: House

James Murphy

0407095175
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Contact agent

Welcome to 9 Green Point Drive - a home with stunning sunsets and captivating water views all year round.The owner of

this very appealing property has transformed what may have been an average looking home set in an absolute blue ribbon

location, into a beautiful lakeside home with a gorgeous Hamptons feel throughout. This wonderful renovation also

incorporates an upstairs living area plus deck over the double garage - really opening up the light filled space and allowing

for relaxed entertaining with family and friends. With front and rear decks you have so much choice of either taking in

some sun or catching the cooling nor Easter come in thru Summer. Curl up with a good book and just take some time out.

This is certainly the place to do it.Downstairs has also been renovated with kitchenette & bathroom all with that classis

white themed interior. This room flows out onto a lower concrete deck flowing to the rear gardens. This rumpus/4th

bedroom is the perfect opportunity for perhaps teenage retreat, extra accommodation or holiday rental potential - the

choice is yours!The gardens are in themselves a wondrous addition to this home both front and rear. The rear gardens

also boast a vegie patch, garden shed and easy steps down to the waterfront reserve below. Double auto garage also has a

tandem spot for that 3rd car or a boat.All the hard work has been done for you.Encapsulating the very essence of chic

Coastal Country living, you will not find a more beautiful place to escape the rat race and simply enjoy all that is on offer

here in Green Point.The village of Green Point just a short drive from Forster and exudes tranquility and natural wonder

all around you. From the National Parks, pristine Beaches, abundant bird life and all sorts of water activities it truly is a

welcoming lifestyle for all ages.Call James Murphy 0407 095 175 for private inspection.Go on, secure your future

memories - you won't regret it!R & R Property make no representations to the accuracy of the information provided by

our vendors. Interested parties should conduct their own due diligence in relation to each property they are considering

purchasing. All photographs, maps and images are representative only, for marketing purposes.


